Empower your frontline healthcare workers with Google Workspace Frontline

Healthcare workers need flexible, simple, and secure collaboration and communication tools to provide the best care possible.

Frontline Healthcare workers face a variety of challenges during an uncertain time. They need the right technology, tools and support to receive accurate information, drive collaboration, and support modalities of care.

- Distributing staffing guidelines and accurate information quickly
- Driving collaboration to ensure resources are managed effectively
- Promoting an emphasis on wellness and avoiding burnout and loneliness
- Embracing hybrid care delivery via virtual care

Communicate by chat, email or video, all from one place: the Gmail mobile app

Persistent Chat helps everyone stay up-to-date, since every message is archived and searchable

Smart Compose and auto reply save time for workers on-the-move

Best-in-class mobile experience across apps improves communication throughout your organization
Enable seamless collaboration and communication among your frontline staff

Equip nurses and healthcare workers with secure access to company data, from anywhere on any device.

Streamline communication between administrators, clinicians, and patients

- Access data via secure, HIPAA compliant mobile apps
- Create patient folders in Drive, and medical notes in Google Docs
- Share digital copies of X-rays, CT scans, voice and video messages in Drive
- Respond to crises like COVID-19 by distributing and updating critical education resources via Docs and Gmail
- Move between patients while staying in touch with your team via Chat or Gmail

“Part of our strategic direction is to provide Healthcare That Leaves No One Behind...It's easy to envision how Google Workspace will enable every employee to work even better from anywhere to move us along on our journey to improve the lives of anyone needing care.”

Ascension

A united set of solutions for frontline workers

- Easily store and access all of your content (includes 2GB of storage per user)
- Use one app for all of your communications, including email, chat, and video calls
- Schedule daily standups, shifts, appointments, and customer visits
- Quickly consume content on the go, including documents, spreadsheets, and presentations
- Protect company data and devices with Advanced Endpoint Management
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